VISVESVARAYA NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, NAGPUR
Ph.D. Admissions, JAN – 2022
Ph D Application Form Fees Payment Instructions
Ph D candidate applying in various categories mentioned in the Ph D Admission Brochure can pay fee of Rs. 500
through SBI Collect. Candidate need to follow link given below:
https://www.onlinesbi.com/sbicollect/icollecthome.htm
Following screen will appear,

Candidate needs to check the “Accepted Terms and Condition” and then press “Proceed”. Then next screen will
appear,

Here candidate need to select from the drop down, “State of Corporate / Institution” as “Maharashtra” and
“Type of Corporate / Institution” as “ Educational Institute”, as shown in image below, then press “Go”,

Following screen will appear, with the option of selecting Education Institute name. Candidate need to select it as
“Visvesvaraya National Institute of Technology”.

Then press “Submit” button, following screen with available options will appear.

Select Payment Category – Candidate need to select it as, “Other MISC Fine and Payments”, after selecting this
following screen will appear.

Here candidate need to fill all the details as mentioned. For “Payee Identification Type” candidate need to select
Proper Identification Document from the list given and mention the “Identification Document Number” in the
field “ID Number”. Also if Candidate is selecting “Other” as “Payee Identification Type” still he / she need to
mention the “Identification Document Number” for that document in the field “ID Number”.

Further candidate need to select the “Reason for Payment”, here for candidate seeking admission to PhD in
VNIT, Nagpur; need to select as “Others Specify”. Then Candidate needs to mention in the column “Others
specify” as “Ph D JAN 2022 Application fees”. Amount to be mentioned carefully as “500” only. Be careful while
mentioning the amount, if your mention wrong amount, the wrong amount mentioned will be deducted from
your bank account. Further, fill details mentioned below, as it is important to retrieve payment receipt if you fail
to download the same. Candidates are requested to fill correct details. Then press “Submit”, following screen will
appear,

Here candidate can verify the details entered in previous steps, and if any wrong entry appears in the details
mentioned here, then he / she can cancel this step and again proceed with starting of payment procedure.
After pressing Confirm, following screen will appear,

Here candidate can pay the Ph D application fees of Rs. 500, through various options available. After selecting any
option it will be redirected to the Bank Payment page for actual payment procedure. After successful Payment of
Fees it will be again redirected to SBI Collect Page for receipt generation. A Payment Reference Number is
mentioned in the receipt. This number is Important as you need to mention in your Ph D application. Please take
print of this receipt and attached it with the Ph D Application.

By Orders
Dean (R&C)

